Nomination process for SRC and Garden Monitors Representatives

A child can only be a SRC or a Garden Monitor (GM) once during Years 1 and 2, once during Years 3 and 4 and once during Years 5 and 6
If you have been a Garden Monitor you cannot be a SRC rep, they are mutually exclusive
For each grade there will be: one boy and one girl as SRC rep and two children for GM
The names of all class reps (SRC and GM) need to be sent to Jo to keep a central register so that we can record who is eligible each semester

Process for Year 1 and 2
Teachers discuss the role of the SRC and GM reps.
Children nominate themselves for the positions.
Reps are selected by a closed ballot.
SRC leader and Sustainability Teacher to forward complete lists to Jo

Process for Year 3 and 4
Teachers discuss the role of the SRC and GM reps.
Children prepare a short speech at home.
Top 6 children are short listed from the speeches for the roles.
Class vote via a closed ballot.
SRC leader and Sustainability Teacher to forward complete lists to Jo

Process for Year 5 (As part of the RLL Leadership Program only Year 5 students take on these roles.)
SRC rep procedure
Teachers discuss the role of the SRC reps
Children prepare a short speech at home and present to the class
Up to 6 children are short listed from the speeches
Class vote as a closed ballot
SRC leader and Sustainability Teacher to forward complete lists to Jo

Garden Team procedure
Students decide which roles they feel appeal to their interests and skills and select approximately 3 roles. These lists are given to their classroom teacher
Staff then review all the children’s choices and allocate roles based on preference and considering the roles that may best suit the whole child